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Abstract
The object of this study were three coppice beech stands located in the forest management area
“Donjevrbasko” close to Banja Luka in the Republic of Srpska, north-western part of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. These coppice stands grow in different conditions. According to available eco-vegetation maps, first beech coppice stand develops in favorable site conditions with high wood production potential for beech. Thereby, we chose such stand which on the first look had fairly good
quality of stools. The second coppice stand also grows in good site conditions where high production potential can be expected for beech, but in this case we selected for measurement such stand
which has poor technical quality of trees and poor health state. On the contrary, the third coppice stand grows in very poor site conditions where low production potential can be expected for
beech. The major goal of the study was to examine the effects of lengthening the rotation periods
on wood production, quality and health status of trees in studied coppices.
Keywords: coppice forest, European beech, productivity

1. INTRODUCTION / UVOD
European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) is a tree
species that has very important ecological
and economic role in European forestry, nevertheless, its coppice forests in Bosnia-Herzegovina have not received the attention they
deserve. The reason for that is that management focused mostly on high beech forests.
As a result, studies in coppice forests were
very rare. Such forests occurred mainly due to
previous management mistakes such as application of clearcutting on larger areas, or insuf-

ficient care after planting activities on cut areas (Bašić & Govedar, 2003; Stojanović et al.,
2003). Silvicultural measures in Bosnian coppice forests have been usually conducted in a
way that certain number of standards (trees
of generative origin) remains in a stand. However, in practice the share of standards can
very vastly, or some coppices are completely
without standards.
As in other European countries, many coppice
forests in Bosnia-Herzegovina have been ne19
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glected (abandoned, not managed) in last several decades. The reason for that has been the
migration of people from rural areas toward
urban centers (Ciancio et al., 2006; Nocentini, 2009). This was also the case in our study
area, however, even “neglect” has not been
the same in all stands. The state and produc-

tivity of such coppice forests that nowadays
tend to occupy ever larger areas have been
rarely studied in the recent past. Consequently, the major goal of this study was to examine
the effects of lengthening the rotation periods
on wood production, quality and health status
of trees in studied beech coppices.

2. STUDY AREA AND METHOD / OBJEKAT I METOD RADA
Three coppice beech stands located in the
forest management area “Donjevrbasko”
close to Banja Luka in the Republic of Srpska,
north-western part of Bosnia and Herzegovina were studied. These coppice stands grow
in different conditions; namely, according to
available eco-vegetation maps, first beech
coppice stand develops in favorable site conditions with high wood production potential
for beech. Thereby, previously in the fieldwork we chose such stand which on the first
look had fairly good quality of stools. This
stand (37a) is located in forest management
unit (FMU) „Dubička Gora“. The age of trees
in the stand ranged between 60 and 70 years.
In addition, we observed that our first coppice stand could be defined as a coppice with
standards due to somewhat higher share of
standards. The second coppice stand (39b)
was also located in FMU „Dubička Gora“ and
also grows in good site conditions where high
production potential can be expected for
beech, but in this case we selected for measurement the stand with poor technical quality of trees and poor health state. The trees
in this stand were 40–50 years old. Third coppice stand (27b) was located in FMU “Piskavica”, grows in very poor site conditions where
low production potential can be expected for
beech. The age of trees in this stand ranged
between 30 and 40 years.
Data collection was organized in two phases.
First phase was conducted during the summer when canopy openness was sampled by
taking systematically. Second phase started
in November since we wanted to measure
20

heights of beech trees when they have no
leaves for better precision. This phase included the measurements of tree heights and
diameters at breast height (1.30 m above
ground). Also, on each OP the increment
cores were recently extracted including ten
rings representing last ten years. The increment sampling comprised 10 trees in each
dbh class (the width of dbh class was 5 cm).
In addition, soil profiles were opened on
each OP.
Considering soils, in first coppice stand (OP1)
the soil type of brown rendzina on dolomite
was determined. The following soil horizons
were identified: O–A–A(B)–C. The O horizon
was 4 cm thick (including all three sub-horizons: Ol, Of, Oh); the A horizon - 15 cm, a
A(B)C - 29 cm. A(B) horizon had larger share
of loam compared to horizons above it. Measured pH in horizon A was 6.19 and in horizon A(B) 6.59, which indicated light acidity
of this soil type, however, with depth the
pH reaction became neutral. Physiologically
active profile was 48 cm, hence, the productivity of brown renzina on dolomite in OP1
can be assessed as relatively high and favorable for growth of beech trees. The A horizon
was very humus, and as a result the content
of available N, P, K nutrients was high. The
share of humus amounted to 15.71%, which
is probably due to favorable stand conditions. This soil was also found to be very rich
with nitrogen (N = 0.86). The ratio C/N indicated high microbiological activity and favorable conditions for mineralization of organic
matter on the forest floor.
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The carbonate rendzina on dolomite was
determined on OP2. This soil sub-type was
less productive compared to OP1. The following profile of horizons was identified:
O–A–C. Total profile depth was 18 cm. Because of total profile shallowness, this soil
probably does not have good water retention capacity. The pH reaction in this soil
ranged from 7.90 to 8.40, which could be
defined as moderately alkaline. High values
of pH were caused due to increased share of
carbon (C). The share of humus in this soil
was 9.26 %, much lower compared to brown
rendzina. Nevertheless, the share of N was
relatively high (0.45). This soil had small
amount of available phosphorus (P), while
the presence of potassium (K) was small to
moderate. In addition, carbonate rendzina
had lower share of loam component in transitional A(B) horizon compared to brown
rendzina, which indirectly indicated that the
latter is already in the evolutionary process
toward brown soil.
In the third stand (OP3) the morphology of
profile indicated distric cambisol on silicate
bedrock. In this profile the following horizons
were identified: O–A–(B)–C. The pH reaction
of A horizon was 4.90, and of B horizon 4.70.
The analyzed profile thus can be characterized as very acid soil in which pH value declined with soil depth (contrary to rendzina
soils on OP1 and OP2). The share of humus
was 6.5%, however, chemical properties of
this soil type were not favorable (strong acidity, scarcity of N, P, K nutrients). Besides, A
horizon had low total sum of bases (19 cmol/
kg), and B horizon 4.60 cmol/kg. The presence of active K was moderate (11 mg/100
g of soil), wheres P was on very low level
(5 mg/ 100 g of soil). Despite unfavorable
chemical properties, C/N ratio was favorable
(> 15).
We conducted the modeling of site classes
for each coppice stand based on diameter-height relationships. The datasets from
large-scale inventory of coppice forests

from the area “Donjevrbasko” were prepared. These data were used for parameterization and construction of preliminary
standardized site classes ranging from class
I to V (on the scale from I to V, site class I
represents the best site conditions). Construction of new site classes and yield tables is important because currently used
yield tables in Bosnia are outdated as they
originate from old German yield tables from
the first half of 20th century. This causes numerous problems with biomass assessment.
Therefore, working on the parameterization
technique and actually constructing the
standardized site class models and defining
equations for wood volume estimation of
beech coppice forests will be very important in the future as well. In this case, we relied on the approach explained by Koprivica
& Maunaga (2004). After this, we fitted the
height curves from three OP into created
system of site classes.
The calculations of measures of central tendency concerning diameters and
heights were carried out, as well as calculations of basal area, growing stock and
volume increment of coppice stands, and
for the analyses of diameter structure especially in terms of ingrowth of younger
trees into the upper stand story. In the next
stage, IUFRO classification was applied to
assess the quality and vitality of trees, and
regeneration was assessed in accordance
with procedure described by Stojanović &
Krstić (2000).
All distributions (diameters, heights, wood
volume) and histograms (IUFRO classifications on tree vitality, health state, quality
of trunk, etc.) are expressed in percentages
for clear graphical insight into differences
between studied coppices. Absolute values are provided in the text. Finally, based
on the obtained results we tried to define
the most appropriate silvicultural measures
that shall be applied in the studied coppice
stands.
21
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3. RESULTS / REZULTATI
Finally, based on the obtained results we tried to define the most appropriate silvicultural
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Table 1. Statistics for diameter-height curves in studied coppices / Tabela 1. Statistički pokazatelji za
visinske krive u istraživanim panjačama

Observation plots
Observation
OP1 plots

OP2 OP1
OP3 OP2
OP3

Parameters of diameter-height regression Standard error of regression
Parameters of diameter-height
(m)
a
b
c
regression
0.0353
a

0.0492
0.0353
0.0492
7.2173

7.2173

0.1638
b

c

Standard error of
regression (m)
2.1639

-0.1430 2.163913.6539
0.1638
-0.1430
0.3343 13.6539 n/a
0.3343
n/a

1.98
1.95
2.36

R2

R2

1.98

0.65

1.95
0.65

0.63

0.63
2.36
0.31

0.31

Figure 1. Determination of site classes in study coppices / Slika 1. Determinacija bonitetnog

Figure 1. Determination of site classes
in study
coppices
/ Slika 1. Determinacija bonitetnog razreda u
razreda
u istraživanim
panjačama
istraživanim panjačama
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According to compared curves, the site where
OP1 is located belongs to the first class.
Height curve for OP2 partly deviates from the
standardized curve lines, which sometimes
happens when comparing real stands with
generalized height models, however, most
trees from OP2 have heights closest to the
line of standardized class III. Therefore, we
could say that OP2 is located on the third site
22

class. The relationship between diameters
and heights is most irregular on the OP3, and
for this reason we applied linear function instead of Lorey’s formula. Constructed height
curve for OP3 lies between third and fourth
site class.
The basal areas amounted to 14.5 m2/ha,
27.3 m2/ha, and 38.7 m2/ha, on OP2, OP3,
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and OP1, respectively. Determined volume
on the OP1 was 339 m3/ha for the entire
wooden mass (> 5 cm), thanks to a large
number of trees and a large proportion of
trees with seed origin. The volume on the
OP2 was very low (134.5 m3/ha) due to the
reduced number of trees, whereas on the
OP3 wood volume amounted to 241.3 m3/
ha. Nevertheless, the volume increment was
rather similar among observation plots (8.19
m3/ha on OP1, 8.51 m3/ha on the OP2, and
9.50 m3/ha on OP3). Over-stocking, dense
canopy and average diameter of 22.9 cm on
OP1 induced the reduction of tree crowns
and decrease of diameter growth of individual trees. As a result, volume growth rate on
OP1 was lower compared to other two observation plots, as well as significantly lower

percentage of increment (1.5%) and thus the
volume increment. The results above refer to
last 10-year period. In fact, even last 15 analyzed tree rings from OP1 showed decreasing growth rate; therefore, it is clear that this
stand has been “neglected” for longer period
of time than the other two stands.
For a detailed view of diameter stand structure, the numerical indicators were used such
as arithmetic mean (X), median (Me), standard deviation (Sd), coefficient of variation
(Cv), asymmetry coefficient (α3), and kurtosis
(α4). The values of diameter numerical indicators in the observation plots are shown in
Table 2. Mean diameters on the observation
plots 1 and 2 were fairly similar and greater
compared to those on the OP3.

Table 2. Measures of central tendency and variability of dbh / Tabela 2. Mjere centralne tendencije i
varijabilnost prsnog prečnika
Measures
Observation
plots

N

X

Me

Sd

Cv

α3

α4

939

21.46

20.00

8.03

37.44

0.86

3.74

OP2

308

23.03

23.00

5.58

24.21

-0.08

2.63

OP3

2000

12.04

11.00

4.86

40.33

1.01

3.36

OP1

The coefficients of variation of tree diameters were high. The highest Cv for diameter of
trees was 40% on OP3. Coefficients of asymmetry on OP1 and OP3 indicated strong positive asymmetry of distribution, whereas the
OP2 had symmetrical diameter distribution.
Besides, distribution for OP1 and OP3 are
“flattened” on the sides and elongated vertically compared to the normal distribution,
while the OP2 had flattened top and stretched
sides compared to the normal Gaussian distribution. On the Figure 2 it is evident that OP1
and OP2 represent classical even-aged structure, whereas the distribution for OP3 tends
to indicate uneven-aged or selection structure. Nevertheless, such structure probably
does not have perspective to be maintained in
the closer future due to absence of seedlings
and saplings in the understory.

The values of numerical indicators of height
structure are shown in the Table 3. The arithmetic mean height ranges in the interval from
11.2 m on the OP3, on the OP2 it reached
15.4 m, and on the OP1 amounted to 22.1
m. Variation of tree heights was considerably
lower than the variation of tree diameters.
The largest height variation was observed on
OP3, and the smallest variation on OP1. The
distribution of tree heights on the OP3 was
uniform (symmetrical), the OP1 expressed
moderately negative asymmetry, whereas
the OP2 exhibited strong negative asymmetry. The distribution on OP3 is normally
flattened, while OP1 and OP2 have side-flattened elongated distributions compared to
normal distribution, so that emphasized differentiation occurs in studied coppices (Table
3 and Figure 3).
23
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Figure 5. Vitality of trees / Slika 5. Vitalnost stabala

Following criteria of IUFRO classification for stem (trunk, bole) quality, the quality of trees on
the OP1 significantly differed from the quality on the other two OP (Figure 6). Namely, OP2 and
OP3 had no stems of excellent quality and even the share of normal quality trees was relatively
low (up to 15%). On the other hand, OP1 had 10% of excellent quality and 41% of normal
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Following criteria of IUFRO classification for stem (trunk, bole) quality, the quality of trees on
the OP1 significantly differed from the quality on the other two OP (Figure 6). Namely, OP2 and
OP3 had no stems of excellent quality and even the share of normal quality trees was relatively
low (up to 15%). On the other hand, OP1 had 10% of excellent quality and 41% of normal
quality trees.
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In terms of the length of tree crowns, studied coppices differed significantly (Figure 7). On
25 the
OP2 dominate trees with long crowns (74%), which was a consequence of reduced tree number
per unit of area. The OP3 was dominated by trees with short crowns (68%). On the OP1 the most
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Following criteria of IUFRO classification for
stem (trunk, bole) quality, the quality of trees
on the OP1 significantly differed from the
quality on the other two OP (Figure 6). Namely, OP2 and OP3 had no stems of excellent
quality and even the share of normal quality
trees was relatively low (up to 15%). On the
other hand, OP1 had 10% of excellent quality
and 41% of normal quality trees.
In terms of the length of tree crowns, studied coppices differed significantly (Figure 7).
On the OP2 dominate trees with long crowns
(74%), which was a consequence of reduced

tree number per unit of area. The OP3 was
dominated by trees with short crowns (68%).
On the OP1 the most common trees had
crowns of medium length, which generally
should be beneficial in terms of vitality and
growth of trees. However, due to very high
number of trees for a given age and strong
competition for resources among the trees
on the OP1, crowns on this area had small
volume and small surface projections, which
actually negatively affected volume growth of
whole trees, and eventually volume growth of
the whole stand.
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4. CONCLUSIONS / ZAKLJUČCI
Considering the presented results, especially
considering productivity, health status and
quality of trees in studied stands, the practical recommendations for forest management can be drawn. As the first coppice stand
(OP1) contained sufficient number of good
quality trees, this stand could be completely
converted into high silvicultural form where
trees regenerate entirely from natural seed.
In this regard, selective thinnings seem to be
the appropriate approach until the final cut,
after switching from coppicing to shelterwood
system.
Second coppice stand (OP2) had disturbed
canopy and low quality of trees. Consequently, there are two potential solutions through
direct conversion. Namely, after clearcutting
it might be possible to conduct re-planting of
beech. The second solution might be conversion by species substitution. In that case, after
clearcutting of beech, the preferable species
for planting would be Austrian pine (Pinus
nigra J.F. Arnold) and/or Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), as those species would be able to
maximally use the productive potential of the
given site (shallow soil and dolomite bedrock).
In the third coppice stand (OP3), distric cambisol on silicate bedrock had relatively favorable
physiological depth, structure and texture,
hence our presumption is that it could have
potentially greater productivity than it was
determined in our study. It is also important
to notice that studied coppice stand (OP3)

was under coppicing cutting regime which
certainly influenced productivity, whereas
other studies were rare and conducted only
in preserved and silviculturally well-tended
high beech forests of seed origin. Therefore,
further investigation of this soil type and its
productivity in coppice forests is needed as
our results were somewhat different from
previous studies (e.g., Kapović, 2013; Knežević
et al., 2011). This coppice was located in conditions which naturally should lead to high
productivity of beech. However, in our study
the OP3 exhibited very low wood quality and
was under strong attack of harmful fungi and
insects. Because site conditions are favorable,
but the overall state on OP3 (health, quality)
was very bad, we propose complete removal
of standing trees and re-planting of beech.
The remaining stumps could be treated with
appropriate arboricides in order to prevent
their coppicing growth. Additionally, it is
also possible to admix sycamore maple (Acer
pseudoplatanus L.) with beech since maple
has fairly high resistance toward mentioned
harmful fungi.
The above-mentioned strategies are recommended for domestic forest managers that
recently more and more plan switching from
coppicing to high forests with seed origin.
Nevertheless, it is possible that some of these
stands remain under coppicing management
regime (with rotation up to ten years), which
in practice will basically depend on the local
demand for firewood from beech coppices.
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Sažetak
Objekat rada ovog istraživanja predstavljaju tri bukove sastojine vegetativnog porijekla koje se
nalaze u okvir šumsko-privrednog područja “Donjevrbasko” u neposrednoj blizini Banje Luke,
u sjeverozapadnom dijelu Bosne i Hercegovine. Ove izdanačke sastojine rastu i razvijaju se u
različitim stanišnim uslovima. Prema dostupnim eko-vegetacijskim kartama, prvi izdanačka sastojina razvija se u povoljnim uslovima na staništu visokog proizvodnog potencijala za bukvu.
Istovremeno stabla izdanačkog porijekla u ovoj sastojini imala su relativno dobar kvalitet. Druga izdanačke astojina takođe raste u dobrim stanišnim uslovima gdje se može očekivati visok
proizvodni potencijal za bukvu, ali u ovom slučaju smo izabrali za mjerenje takvu panjaču koja
ima loš tehnički kvalitet izdanaka (stabala) i loše zdravstveno stanje. Na kraju, treća panjača
koja je bila predmet istraživanja nalazi se u vrlo lošem stanju, iako stanišni uslovi ukazuju da
njena proizvodnost može biti veća. Sve tri panjače su na različite načine zanemarene sa aspekta provođenja uzgojnih mjera. Prema tome, glavni cilj istraživanja bio je ispitati proizvodnost
izdanačkih bukovih sastojina u datim stanišnim uslovima, za različitu starost i različit uzgojni
tretman. Takođe, na osnovu IUFRO klasifikacije izvršena je i ocjena kvaliteta i zdravstvenog stanje stabala u istraživanim panjačama.
Drvna zapremina na oglednim površinama (OP) se kretala u intervalu od 134,5 do 339,0 m3/
ha. Uprkos značajnoj razlici u drvnoj zapremini, zapreminski prirast nije se znatno razlikovao
u istraživanim panjačama, pa je na OP1 iznosio 8,19 m3/ha, na OP2 8,51 m3/ha, i na OP3 9,50
m3/ha. Međutim, s druge strane zdravstveno stanje i kvalitet stabala na OP3 je bilo nezadovoljavajuće. Shodno rezultatima istraživanja, predloženo je da se prva panjača prevede u visoku
uzgojnu formu putem indirektne konverzije jer ova sastojina ima dovoljan broj kvalitetnih stabala izdanačkog porijekla, kao i dovoljan broj stabala sjemenog porijekla. U drugoj izdanačkoj
sastojini (OP2) registrovani su umjereni otvori u sklopu, ali loš kvalitet stabala. Za ovu sastojinu
predložena su dva potencijalna rješenja putem direktne konverzije. Prva mogućnost je da se
nakon uklanjanja izdanačke sastojine izvrši sadnja bukovih sadnica ili sjetva bukvice. Druga mogućnost je konverzija sa zamjenom vrste (supstitucija). U tom slučaju, nakon uklanjanja panjače,
preferentne vrste za sadnju bile bi crni bor i/ili bijeli bor, jer ove vrste bi u potpunosti mogle
iskoristiti potencijal opisanog staništa. U trećoj panjači (OP3) konstatovani su relativno povoljne
karakteristike zemljišta, ali sveukupno stanje (zdravstveno, kvalitet stabala) je bilo vrlo loše. Iz
tog razloga predloženo je uklanjanje postojeće panjače, te rekonstrukcija bukove sastojine sadnjom sadnica. Kao primjesa bukvi u datoj sastojini najbolje bi odgovarao gorski javor.
Ključne riječi: bukva, izdanačka šuma, proizvodnost
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